Programming DNA Tube Circumference by Tile Offset Connection
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ABSTRACT: DNA tubes with prescribed circumferences are appealing for numerous multidisciplinary applications. The DNA single-stranded tiles (SSTs) assembly method has demonstrated an unprecedented capability for programming the circumferences of DNA tubes in a modular fashion. Nevertheless, a distinct set of SSTs is typically required to assemble DNA tube of a specific circumference, with wider tubes requiring higher numbers of tiles of unique sequences, which not only increases the expense and design complexity but also hampers the assembly yield. Herein, we introduce “offset connection” to circumvent such challenges in conventional SST tube assembly. In this new connection scheme, the boundary SST tiles in an SST array are designed to connect in an offset manner. To compensate for the offset, the SST array has to grow wider until the array can close to form a wide tube with a tolerable degree of twist. Using this strategy, we have successfully assembled DNA tubes with prescribed circumferences consisting of 8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 42, 56, or 70 helices from two distinct sets of SSTs composed of 19×4 or 19×14 tiles.

Structural DNA nanotechnology represents one of the most robust and versatile molecular self-assembly techniques at the nanoscale and has demonstrated promising applications in a large diversity of fields.1 Among various DNA structures, DNA tubes have become increasingly appealing for a variety of applications including nanofabrication,2−7 drug delivery,8,9 connecting molecular landmarks,10 and nanoreactors.11,12 Precise control of the circumferential geometry of DNA tubes is critical to the aforementioned applications. Several self-assembly strategies have been developed for the fabrication of DNA tubes with prescribed circumference. For instance, the circumferential tube geometry may be encoded into the basic tiles for tube assembly. Using this strategy, DNA tubes comprising three, six, and eight helices have been assembled.13−16 DNA origami is another powerful approach capable of fabricating tubes of arbitrary circumferential geometry under precise control.11,17−20 There are also reports of using circular DNA templates as rigid motifs or a small number of synthetically modified/unmodified strands for constructing tubes with controlled diameters and geometries.21−25 These methods, however, require circumference-specific design of distinct building blocks which often have complicated molecular structures and tedious/error-prone design processes. A modular strategy was developed by Yin et al. whereby single-stranded tiles (SSTs) of unique sequences were programmed to form DNA lattices of prescribed width.26 The connection between boundary tiles of the lattices led to the formation of tubular structures with monodisperse circumferences of four, five, six, seven, eight, 10, or 20 helices. Using this modular method, one can fabricate DNA tubes with defined circumferences by programming each specific set of tiles involved for assembly (Figure 1a).

Herein, we introduced a new design feature—“offset connection”—into the conventional SST strategy to further expand its modularity by assembling DNA tubes of different defined circumferences from the same basic set of DNA tiles (Figure 1b). For instance, we designed an SST array containing 19×4 tiles—each tile being 42 nucleotides (nt) in length. Unlike in a canonical SST tube, where upper boundary tiles bind to lower boundary tiles of exactly the same sequences while the offset connection’s design programs upper boundary tiles along the x-axis to bind to the lower boundary tiles with a p-tile offset (p = 1, 2, ... 9 for the 19×4-tile array). Such offset connections would prohibit the formation of a four-helix tube, as a large degree of twist of the array is required for a direct closure. Instead, in order to compensate the offset connection, the array would prefer to repetitively grow along the y-axis until a favorable connection of tolerable twist is reached. For example, a three-tile offset design of 19×4 tiles requires six repeats before a favorable closure can be realized to form a 6×4-helix tube (Figure 1b, Figure S1).
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By programming the number of offsets in the 19×4 tile array, DNA tubes of n×4-helix (n = 1–9) circumference may be assembled, as illustrated in Figure 2a. The results show that the offset-connection tubes can tolerate small degrees of twist. We defined the twist of a tube by using a twist angle (θ), which is calculated by counting the number (m) of mismatched tiles between the corresponding two boundaries of DNA lattice after growing n repeats along the y-axis (more details are given in Figures S1 and S2). Before carefully analyzing the experimental results, we calculated all possible twist angles θ in each offset-connection design (Table S1). For the 2–9-tile offset-connection designs, the most favorable connections for tube closure (highlighted in red in Table S1) all have one-tile mismatch tolerance (n = 1) after growing n repeats along the y-axis, corresponding to twist angles ranging from 5.66° to 24.05°. In contrast, for the one-tile-offset-connection design, the calculation provided a relatively large twist angle of 41.75°. We prepared all the 0–9 offset-connection samples via a one-pot isothermal annealing process at the optimized temperature (Figure S3). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images and measurements confirmed the successful fabrication of tubes in 2–9-tile offset-connection designs, with the tube circumference being fairly uniform for each design (Figure 2b, Figure S4). This suggests that the experimental results matched well with the theoretical predictions, demonstrating that 2–9-tile offset-connection designs with relatively small twist angles (θ ≤ 24.05°) could lead to the formation of tubes with a series of prescribed circumferences after the same 19×4-tile array grew n repeats along the y-axis. However, the large twist angle of 41.75° in the one-tile-offset connection appeared to have prevented the tube formation. A large number n of repeats along the y-axis is required to reduce the twist angle, which might be too kinetically unfavorable (Table S1). Herein, we constructed a series of monodisperse DNA tubes with eight different circumferences consisting of 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, and 36 helices by simply programming varied offset connections on boundary tiles based on the same 19×4 tile array. It is worth noting that the measured circumferences of tubes were a bit larger than the calculated values, which can be attributed to the flattening and stretching of the SST tubes on the mica surface (Figure S4).

We also measured the length of these tubes along with assembly yields, which suggests that fewer repeats (n) and smaller twist angle θ led to the formation of DNA tubes with higher yields and longer length. For instance, three-, four-, five-, six-, and eight-tile offset designs with repeat number n ≤ 7 and twist angle θ ≤ 16.57° (Table S1) all produced monodisperse tubes with length greater than 3 μm or up to 10 μm (Figure S4c), whereas the nine-tile offset design with larger twist angle θ = 24.05° only resulted in the formation of ~1 μm long tubes, with many open 2D arrays observed. The two- and seven-tile offset designs required large numbers of repeats (n ≥ 8) to grow into tubes. Hence, these two designs presented lower yields and shorter tubes of ~3 μm.

To validate the generality of the offset-connection strategy, we further tested it on a larger 19×14-tile array (Figure 3a). Based on the observations from the 19×4-tile array, we anticipated the highly favorable tube formation might contain a one-tile mismatch (labeled in blue in Table S2). We then experimentally assembled these designs using the optimized isothermal annealing protocol (Figure S5). However, no tubes were observed, except for the one-tile and nine-tile offset designs (Figure S6). We hypothesized that the 19×14-tile array may have substantial intrinsic twist due to its larger width,

Figure 1. Programming SST DNA tube circumference by offset connection. (a) Conventional single-stranded DNA tile design programs tube circumference by controlling the number of unique tiles along the rolling direction for tube formation. For instance, a 19×4-tile array assembles into a four-helix tube. (b) Programming tube circumference by connecting tiles via offset connections. Due to the offsets, multiple 19×4-tile arrays would grow in the y-axis direction before forming a closed tube to compensate the offset.

Figure 2. DNA tubes of programmable circumference assembled from 19×4-tile arrays with varied offset-connection designs. (a) Programming circumference of tubes assembled from 19×4-tile array with p-tile offset-designs (p = 1–9). (b) AFM images of tubes with varied circumferences and the corresponding n×4-helix models (n = 1–9).
which may hinder the closure of the DNA array to form tubes. Therefore, we added a 2-thymine (2T) flexible spacer into the middle point (at the crossover) of every other row of SST tiles in the 19×14-tile array, to increase the flexibility of the array and facilitate tube closure. Monodisperse tubes with different circumferences were formed (Figure 3b), except for the two-tile offset design, since it requires too many repeats to achieve a relatively small twist angle (Table S2). However, for those successfully assembled tubes, the numbers of mismatched tiles (labeled in red in Table S2 and Figure S7) increased to more than one mismatch, probably due to the increased flexibility induced by the 2T spacer.

We conducted detailed AFM imaging characterizations of the assembled tubes (Figure 3b, Figure S8). The measured widths of these tubes were in good agreement with our anticipation that eight- and nine-tile offset designs yielded 2×14-helix tubes; five-, six-, and seven-tile offset designs produced 3×14-helix tubes; four-tile offset design led to 4×14-helix tubes; and three-tile offset design assembled 5×14-helix tubes. All the calculated twist angles requiring compensation before tube closure in these samples were smaller than 20.93°, which is similar to our previous twist angle results based on the 19×4-tile model. Meanwhile, the two-tile offset design suffered from insufficient growth along the y-axis to achieve a tolerable twist angle, resulting in unclosed ribbons. As for the length and assembly yields of these tubes, they obey rules similar to those derived from 19×4-tile tubes—namely that smaller repeating number n, smaller mismatched tiles number m, and smaller twist angle θ all favor the formation of DNA tubes with higher yields and longer length (Figure S8b). For instance, four-, six-, eight-, and nine-tile offset-connection designs produced high tube yields, with the majority of tubes longer than 1 μm.

In summary, we have applied a versatile “offset-connection” strategy to program the circumferences of a series of DNA tubes starting from the same basic SST arrays. The specific offset-connection design provides the driving force for the growing and broadening of the SST arrays along the y-axis, and then the synergistic effects of the tolerable twist after growing n repeats along the y-axis and the flexibility of the whole DNA structure determine when a favorable binding between the two corresponding boundary tiles occurs for tube formation. Therefore, this offset-connection strategy provides us a modular programming method for preparing a series of DNA tubes with varied circumferences by engineering different offset connections between two boundaries. Using this strategy, we successfully constructed a series of DNA tubes with monodisperse circumferences consisting of 8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 42, 56, or 70 helices from two distinct sets of SSTs comprising 19×4 or 19×14 tiles. The repetitive growth based on the same SST core array and the modular programming of the boundary tiles for a series of offset connections lowered the expense and the design complexity, making it a convenient and low-cost strategy. We believe this offset-connection strategy holds great promise in DNA tube-based templated nanofabrication for sophisticated structures and devices.
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